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ABSTRACT: We can find very similar discussion on these terms in the book called „smart 
structures". It states, that the material itself cannot be intelligent (smart). lt only has specific 
characteristics which can be used for the construction of smart structures. Structures are considered to 
be smart when they are able to independently evaluate the state o(the surroundings and to respond 
properly· to it. We cannot talk about cognitive systems, because they are not selected from various 
possibilities of reaction. Textile structures are considered to be smart when they ai:e sensitive to 
extemal stimulus (various kinds of radiance, pH, mechanical, magnetic, electrical �ld) and to react 
by a feedback to the changes of this stimulus (usually with the change of shape). 
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1. INTRODUCTION
These textile fabrics are in many cases used as fashion textile dedicated to achieve the top comfort 
(protecting from thermal deviation by regulating conditions of air and water vapour ventilation), also as 
accelerators of communication or for use of common electrlc devices (cell phones, location and the 
human state indicators, computers). They are also very important for rnilitary purposes, first of all for 
protection from extreme climatic conditions, and indication or protection ÍRJm war gas, bacteria, virus. 
2. PASSIVE SMART TEXTILE FABRICS
They are sensitive to extemal stimulus because ofsensitive elements and indicators of surrounding 
state e.g. optic fibres, which not only transfer the light signal, but which are also sensitive to 
deformation, concentration of chernicals, pressure, accelerating, electric current and magnetic field, etc. 
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